It is shown that permutative conversions terminate for the cut-free intuitionistic Gentzen (i.e. sequent) calculus; this proves a conjecture by Dyckho and Pinto. The main technical tool is a term notation for derivations in Gentzen calculi. These terms may be seen as -terms with explicit substitution, where the latter corresponds to the left introduction rules. Keywords: Termination of permutative conversions, explicit substitution, sequent term, natural deduction. For simplicity we restrict attention to the negative fragment of intuitionistic logic (i.e. of minimal logic, since no symbol ? for falsity is present); however, the arguments below can be extended to the full language with _; 9 (thanks to Matthias H olzl who has checked this).
1
. A number of authors made use of`permutative conversions' to clarify this situation. Zucker 9] showed for the negative fragment of LJ c (i.e. LJ with cut) that two derivations have the same value under F i they can be transformed into each other by means of permutative conversions (more precisely: permutative conversions in the sense of Kleene 4] and in addition permutations with the cut rule). Pottinger 6 ] extended Zucker's results to formulas with _ and 9. Mints 5] and independently Dyckho and Pinto 1] prove a similar result for cut free calculi, where in Dyckho and Pinto 1] the orientation of permutative conversions is taken into account and con uence is proven. Here we prove termination of some versions of the permutative conversion rules; a weaker form of one of our results was conjectured in 1].
For simplicity we restrict attention to the negative fragment of intuitionistic logic (i.e. of minimal logic, since no symbol ? for falsity is present); however, the arguments below can be extended to the full language with _; 9 (thanks to Matthias H olzl who has checked this).
I would like to thank Roy Dyckho for making 1] available to me and patiently explaining its results. Moreover, Roy Dyckho and Luis Pinto provided useful comments on an earlier draft. The present paper would not have been possible without this interaction. Thanks are also due to J org Hudelmaier, Grigori Mints, Anne Troelstra and three anonymous referees for further helpful comments.
Derivations as sequent terms
Cut-free derivations in the negative fragment of LJ are denoted by sequent terms; the di erence to -terms and hence to derivation terms in natural deduction is that a form of explicit substitution is allowed. An inductive de nition of sequent terms is displayed in table 1. Type (i.e. formula) indices will be omitted whenever possible. We use L; M; N; K for sequent terms and u; v; w for assumption variables.
Any sequent term L has a type, which is viewed as usual as the derived formula. It can happen that a sequent is derivable in more than one way. For instance, C can be derived from u 1 : A; u 2 : A ! B; u 3 : A ! B ! C by u u fw; vg w fu 3 ; u 1 g v fu 2 ; u 1 g, i.e. by IfL is a non empty path for A leading to the instance B of A, and M is a multiary sequent term of type C, then M u B fv A ;Lg is a multiary sequent term of type C. We now want to explain precisely how a multiary sequent term can be viewed as an abbreviation of an ordinary (or`binary') sequent term. For example, the sequent term u u fw; vg w fu 3 ; u 1 g v fu 2 ; u 1 g considered above can be reduced in one ?! -step to u u fu 3 ; u 1 vg v fu 2 ; u 1 g, corresponding to For instance, u u fu 3 ; u 1 vg v fu 2 ; u 1 g is the multiary normal form of u u fw; vg w fu 3 ; u 1 g v fu 2 ; u 1 g, and u u fu 3 ; u 1 v v fu 2 ; u 1 gg is the multiary normal form of u u fw; v v fu 2 ; u 1 gg w fu 3 ; u 1 g.
The multiary normal form (L) of a sequent term L can also be de ned recursively. Moreover we de ne a kind of converse of , turning a multiary sequent term into a binary one. The well known equivalence of the cut-free Gentzen calculus with normal derivations in natural deduction can be written quite explicitly with the present notation; this will be useful below. Here e.g. F(L) abbreviates the list obtained by applying F to the elements of the listL.
2.5. Lemma.
1. For every sequent term L we have that F(L) is a normal derivation term, deriving the same formula from no more assumptions.
For every normal derivation term N we have that G(N) is a sequent term in multiary normal
form, deriving the same formula from the same assumptions. More generally by so-called permutative conversions we can achieve that in all`left' or elimination rules M u fw; ig, M u fv; Lg and M u fv; tg the main premise M solely consists of the assumption variable u bound in this rule. We will see that these so-called -normal sequent terms correspond bijectively to normal derivation terms.
For normal derivation terms N we have F(G(
To formulate permutative conversions we make use of the multiary normal form introduced above. We now prove termination of ?! ; clearly it su ces to consider sequent terms in multiary normal form. Our main tool will be a measure function , de ned as follows. We rst show that the introduction of abbreviations in the sense of ?! also lowers the -measure. Again the lhs clearly is greater than the rhs. 
For the rhs we obtain (N w fu;LM v fu;Lgg)
Clearly again the lhs is greater than the rhs. 
So in this case the lhs equals the rhs.
Among the cases (4) and (5) we only treat (5) with w 6 = v. We obtain for the lhs
For the rhs we have Again the lhs is greater than or equal to the rhs. For the inner reductions the claim follows immediately from the de nitions of and #. is allowed. So we now have instead of (2) and (3) Each time we reach the right hand side from the left hand side by (2) or (3) . Hence, as shown above, the -values decrease.
More precisely, Dyckho and Pinto consider a slightly di erent form of (6) and (7), where instead of (w 1 ) w1 fw;Ñ v fu;Lgg they still have (w 1 ) w1 fw;Ñg v fu;Lg (which because of v 6 = w; w 1 could be reduced to the former). To see that also this original form of their conversion terminates we introduce yet another simpli cation relation ?! , to be called -reduction and de ned as the term closure of (w 1 ) w1 fw;Ñg v fu;Lg 7 ! (w 1 ) w1 fw;Ñ v fu;Lgg for v 6 = w. It is easy to see that ?! terminates (the number of occurrences of pairs of braces of the form : : :g : : :f: : : decreases), that the -normal form is unique (easy) and that the -values decrease under ?! (easy calculation). Then in any reduction step the -values of the -normal forms decrease, and hence we have termination. { Dyckho and Pinto suggest that -normality ofÑ;M;L would be su cient; however, this is far too strong and is not necessary for termination.
